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Creating an authentic connection while selling
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Power Sales Writing:
Second Edition

“Your customers can ignore 
your correspondence or
you can read this book.

It’s that simple!”
Larry Winget, TV personality
and #1 Bestselling Author
of Shut Up, Stop Whining

& Get A Life

Available at amazon.com

“Email isn’t just a response to a request but a strategic tool
to set you apart from others.”  SpeakerSue 

Why write?

What is the purpose of any sales email sent from your organization?

Situation: A “prospect” emailed your organization expressing interest in your service (an upcoming 
trip or a potential partnership). You reply with information and then you do not hear back from the 
prospect. Write your follow-up email:
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Why am I writing that will matter to my reader?

IF that is why I’m writing, what can I say to achieve that?

What do I want to gain/accomplish in this email?

What is the action/next step?

What is my authentic delighter?

Situation: An upcoming trip did not gain the traction expected and about half the tour is empty. You 
(travel planner, tour operator, affinity group) decide to send an email to past travelers regardless of 
whether they have indicated interest in the area or trip. Write your email.

Why am I writing that will matter to my reader?

IF that is why I’m writing, what can I say to achieve that?

What do I want to gain/accomplish in this email?

What is the action/next step?

What is my authentic delighter?
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Situation: A traveler was so pleased with your customer service and her travel experience that she 
sent you a highly enthusiastic email asking about your upcoming trips to X area. The trip she just 
enjoyed required minimal physical activity and this guest, with her walker and oxygen tank, had no 
issues getting around. All your trips to X require more walking and a higher level of physical stamina 
and exertion. You have communicated with her frequently and know she prefers to “do business” by 
email. Write the email.

Why am I writing that will matter to my reader?

IF that is why I’m writing, what can I say to achieve that?

What do I want to gain/accomplish in this email?

What is the action/next step?

What is my authentic delighter?

Notes
“The two words ‘information’ and ‘communication’ are often used interchangeably,

but they signify quite different things. Information is giving out;
communication is getting through.” Sydney J. Harris
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I am grateful for your referrals and introductions!
Sue@SpeakerSue.com • facebook.com/SpeakerSueHC • twitter.com/SpeakerSue

Published by
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How to Say it to Sell it:
Key Words, Phrases,

and Strategies to
Build Relationships,
Boost Revenue, and

Beat the Competition

Available at amazon.com


